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PREFACE

The idea of producing this book entitled “HANDLING OF CASES AT THE
INDUSTRIAL COURT OF MALAYSIA – THE LAW & PRACTICE” was in fact
suggested to me by Yg. Bhg. Datuk Shamsuddin Bardan, the Executive Director
of the Malaysian Employers Federation, in view of the fact that I had recently
retired as the Chairman of the Industrial Court of Malaysia after having served
in that capacity for eleven years. With this encouragement from Yg. Bhg. Datuk
Shamsuddin Bardan, I too was eager with this idea and ventured into writing
this book, believing that my years of experience at the Industrial Court would
greatly help me in achieving this challenging goal. For this, I would like to
express my deepest appreciation to Yg. Bhg. Datuk Shamsuddin Bardan.

The contents of this book does involve a lucid explanation of the various stages
of handling cases at the Industrial Court from the initial stage of Ministerial
Reference of the workman’s representation to the Industrial Court for an
award under section 20(3) of the IRA till the stage involving execution of the
Industrial Court Award. The book also contains other pertinent topics such as
the Doctrine of Proportionality of Punishment; Procedures relating to
Ministerial Reference of Trade Dispute in connection with Collective
Agreements; Interpretation and Variation of Award or Collective Agreement;
Complaint of Non-Compliance of Award or Collective Agreement; Reference to
the High Court on Questions of Law; Judicial Review; Stay of Execution of the
Award and Execution of the Award.

The description and explanation on the various stages of handling cases at
Industrial Court as provided in this book will be of immense assistance in terms
of understanding the law and practice to Human Resource and Industrial
Relations Practitioners in Organizations, Judges, Chairman of the Industrial
Court, Legal Practitioners, Industrial Relations Consultants,
Consultants/Representatives of the Malaysian Employers Federation (MEF),
Representatives and Officials of the Malaysian Trade Union Congress (MTUC)
along with academicians, law students and others as well.

The writer would like to express his sincere gratitude and appreciation to Y.A.
Dato’ Noorbahri bin Baharuddin, the former President of the Industrial Court of
Malaysia who gave the writer his kind permission and allowed him to do file
searches on some relevant completed industrial court cases for the purpose of
writing this book.

The writer would like to express his sincere thanks and appreciation to
Professor Dr. Ashgar Ali Ali Mohamed of International Islamic University
Malaysia (IIUM) for giving him his kind permission to reproduce some relevant
parts of his published works particularly in reference to ‘Procedure for Unfair
Dismissal Claims in Malaysia (Published by LexisNexis Malaysia); and ‘Dismissal
from Employment and the Remedies, Second Edition (Published by LexisNexis
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Malaysia). In this regard, the writer would also like to acknowledge and record
his sincere appreciation and heartfelt thanks to the editors of the LexisNexis
Malaysia as well. The writer would also like to acknowledge that relevant
materials such as case laws and articles have also been referred to from the
Industrial Law Reports and for this the writer would like to thank the Publisher,
The Malaysian Current Law Journal Sdn Bhd.

The writer would also like to express his sincere appreciation to Yg. Bhg. Dato’
Thavalingam C. Thavarajah a senior practitioner and partner in an established
law firm and Mr Raymond T.C.Low who is also a partner in an established law
firm for allowing him to reproduce some relevant parts of their published book
on ‘Employment and Industrial Relations Law Malaysia’ (Published by
Commerce Clearing House (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd) (“CCH Malaysia”). In this regard,
the writer would like to acknowledge and record his sincere appreciation and
heartfelt thanks to the Publisher, CCH Malaysia. The writer would also like to
express his gratitude to the following practitioners of industrial law namely Mr.
A. Ramadass, Mr. P. Jayasingam, Ms. P. Thavaselvi, Ms. Wong Keat Ching, Mr. S.
Sivabalah, Mr. VK Raj and Mr. S. Shanker for having provided relevant case law
and research materials for the purpose of this book.

The writer would like to dedicate this book to his grandson Jacob Havelock
Dutton who is a great source of inspiration for him to pursue and complete the
book. The writer would like to record his sincere appreciation to his wife, Tang
Choon Loi for her constant support and encouragement during this challenging
time of preparing and completing this demanding task.

On a personal note, the writer wishes to thank his colleagues at MEF and
support staff who in one way or another contributed to the contents of this
book relating to the law and practice and assisted in coming out with this book.
In particular, the writer would like to thank Mr. M. Vivekanandan, Adviser-
Special Function to MEF and Mr. Venugopal A/L Muniandy, the General
Manager of MEF for agreeing and having spent much time in proof reading the
draft of this book. The writer wishes to thank Yg. Bhg. Datuk Hj. Shamsuddin
Bardan, the Executive Director of MEF for his insightful advice in the law and
practice of handling cases at the Industrial Court which he rendered to the
writer in composing this book.

If there are any shortcomings in this book the writer alone is responsible for
them and he welcomes any suggestion for improvement.

Mr P Iruthayaraj A/L D Pappusamy
Special Functions Adviser to the Executive Director of MEF
Malaysian Employers Federation


